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Abstract

The use of environmental enrichment (EE) has grown in popularity over decades,

particularly because EE is known to promote cognitive functions and well-being.

Nonetheless, little is known about how EE may affect personality and gene

expression. To address this question in a domestic animal, 10-month-old horses

were maintained in a controlled environment or EE for 12 weeks. The control

horses (n59) lived in individual stalls on wood shaving bedding. They were turned

out to individual paddocks three times a week and were fed three times a day with

pellets or hay. EE-treated horses (n510) were housed in large individual stalls on

straw bedding 7 hours per day and spent the remainder of the time together at

pasture. They were fed three times a day with flavored pellets, hay, or fruits and

were exposed daily to various objects, odors, and music. The EE modified three

dimensions of personality: fearfulness, reactivity to humans, and sensory

sensitivity. Some of these changes persisted .3 months after treatment. These

changes are suggestive of a more positive perception of the environment and a

higher level of curiosity in EE-treated horses, explaining partly why these horses

showed better learning performance in a Go/No-Go task. Reduced expression of

stress indicators indicated that the EE also improved well-being. Finally, whole-

blood transcriptomic analysis showed that in addition to an effect on the cortisol

level, the EE induced the expression of genes involved in cell growth and

proliferation, while the control treatment activated genes related to apoptosis.

Changes in both behavior and gene expression may constitute a psychobiological
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signature of the effects of enrichment and result in improved well-being. This study

illustrates how the environment interacts with genetic information in shaping the

individual at both the behavioral and molecular levels.

Introduction

Environmental enrichment (EE) is classically defined as a combination of complex

inanimate and social stimuli. It involves provision of various sensory stimuli,

novel objects to explore, social contacts, and a possibility of voluntary exercise.

The effects of EE have been widely studied and are diverse: a reduction in anxiety

[1], learning and memory enhancement [2–4], protection from neurodegenerative

damage [5], facilitation of human–animal interactions, and improvement in the

well-being of captive animals [6–8].

In spite of the numerous reported effects, very few studies have been conducted

to assess the impact of EE on personality. The concept of personality (or

temperament) refers to a set of individual differences in behavioral tendencies,

called traits or dimensions, that are relatively stable across various types of

situations and throughout the lifespan of the animal [9]. Personality is also shaped

throughout the lifespan under the influence of environmental factors. Not all

events can change personality, but given the numerous effects of EE previously

described in the literature, we suspected that EE could affect some personality

dimensions. An effect on dimensions related to anxiety or stress response was

expected here [1, 4], but we also suspected larger behavioral changes, particularly

in dimensions such as sensory sensitivity, activity, or gregariousness. The

advantage of the horse for tests of the impact of EE on personality is that this

concept has been extensively studied in this species [10], and five main

dimensions can be characterized using behavioral tests: fearfulness, gregarious-

ness, sensory sensitivity, activity level, and reactivity to humans [11–14].

Knowledge of these effects should help to determine how the environment

interacts with genetic information in shaping the development of personality. In

addition, given the links existing between personality and cognition [15, 16], we

hypothesized that EE could also influence learning abilities, particularly in a task

requiring focused attention.

A growing body of literature in recent years has shown that social–

environmental factors experienced during the lifespan appear to exert a strong

influence on the most basic internal biological processes, e.g., the expression of

genes [17]. For example, human social genomic studies have revealed that several

types of social adversity (e.g., social isolation, imminent bereavement, and low

socioeconomic status) are linked to an increase in the expression of

proinflammatory genes and downregulation of genes related to an antiviral

immune response in circulating leukocytes [18]. Other pathways have been

implicated in animal social signal transduction such as early growth response
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(EGR) signaling [19]. Because these changes are long-lasting, they can be used as a

biological signature of the effects of negative or positive environmental conditions

and may help to predict behavioral problems or a disease risk.

From the standpoint of ethics, a better understanding of the impact of housing

conditions on behavior and gene expression is relevant to all animals living in

captivity, whether they are laboratory, zoo, or farm animals, or pets. Horses are

particularly relevant to this issue because they are often housed in an individual

stall, deprived of voluntary physical exercise, or social and sensory stimuli. This is

especially the case for performance horses such as race horses, show jumping

horses, or those kept on small acreages (e.g., in urban riding centers). These

housing conditions compromise their well-being [20], and render the horses

highly reactive and thus insecure in relation to humans [21]. Although the effects

of EE have been studied in horses previously [20–26], only one enrichment item

was taken into account at a time in these studies, precluding assessment of the

impact of combined inanimate and social stimuli.

The aims of the current experiment were to determine if a program of EE,

including various components such as physical activity, sensory stimuli, and social

contacts, would durably change personality of horses, enhance their learning

abilities, and improve their well-being. In addition, we hypothesized that the

expression of stress-related genes would be sensitive to EE and these changes

could constitute a genomic signature of well-being. These aims were achieved, and

overall, this study allowed us to determine a clear behavioral and transcriptomic

signature of EE in horses.

Methods

Ethics Statement

All animal care procedures were in accordance with the guidelines set by the

European Communities Council Directive (86/609/EEC) and with French

legislation on animal research. The experiment was conducted under a license

from the French Ministry of Agriculture (No. 37–125). The procedure reported in

this paper was approved by the ethics committee of Val de Loire, and the horses

belonged to the experimental unit (UEPAO) of the INRA of Nouzilly (permit No.

delivered by the local ethics committee ‘‘CEEA VdL, Comité d’Ethique pour

l’Expérimentation Animale du Val de Loire’’: E 37-175-2). A minimal number of

animals per group was used for statistical testing of differences. The housing

conditions of the control animals corresponded to the normal housing conditions

of the horses living indoors. At the end of the experiment, all the animals were

returned to their normal housing arrangements, at pasture. From the standpoint

of ethics, this experiment provided scientific data to promote the use of EE in the

horse industry as well as on experimental farms, for improvement of well-being of

horses.
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Animals and experimental groups

We analyzed 19 prepubertal Welsh foals (age: 10¡1 months; average height:

1.08 m). They were weaned at 7 months of age, and were reared together until the

start of the experiment. The horses were then randomly allocated to either the EE-

treated group (n510, four males and six females) or the control group (n59, six

males and three females), randomized by personality (see File S1 for details).

Treatments

The treatment began at the start of week 1 and lasted 12 weeks. The amount of

time that humans were present and handled the horses was strictly equal

controlled in the two groups (EE and control). Water was available ad libitum.

Feed rations were calculated to provide an equal energy value to both groups.

Control treatment

Horses were continuously housed in individual stalls (1.6 m63.5 m) on wood

shaving bedding. Three times a week, they were led by an experimenter with a

halter to an individual dirt paddock (15 m630 m) for 1 h. They could see, smell,

and hear the other horses, but no physical contact was possible between them.

They received 1 kg of concentrated pellets twice a day (morning and evening) and

2 kg of hay midday in a hay net.

EE treatment

Each day, from 0900 h to 1600 h, the horses were housed randomly in large

individual stalls (4 m65 m) on straw bedding. The rest of the time, they lived

together at pasture, with an adult mare. They were led to the pasture or to the stall

without being haltered (the doors were simply freed). In the morning and

evening, the horses were fed with a meal randomly composed of 500 g of oat bran,

80 g of carrots, 70 g of apples, 50 g of alfalfa horse treats, or 500 g of concentrated

pellets, randomly flavored each time with different feed additives: garlic,

fenugreek, cumin, banana, cherry, or oregano. These pellets were placed randomly

in a feed bucket (but hidden under straw), were provided in a chest covered with a

nose-removable lid, or were scattered on the ground in the straw. At midday, they

received 2.1 kg of two types of hay distributed in equal shares of 700 g in three

hay nets of various colors attached to three sites within the stall.

During the entire experiment, a soft plastic brush, a hard sisal brush, a green

hard rug (made of plastic bits), and a coconut rug were placed along the wall, at a

height that allowed the horses to scratch their head, shoulders, and croup (1 m

above the ground). Each week, four new and unfamiliar objects (e.g., a balloon,

tire) were introduced into the stalls and two such objects at pasture. These objects

were either placed on the floor or hung up 1.3 m above the ground. Five days a

week, classical or country music was alternately broadcasted in the stable for 1 h.

Each week, a new plastic bottle containing a compress soaked with essential oil of

cinnamon, thyme, lavender, orange, or cloves was hung up in each stall. Finally,

three times a week, the horses were led individually with a halter to different
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unknown locations for a period of 20 min (alternatively into two different stalls or

to a small paddock where unfamiliar objects were placed).

Behavioral observations in the home stall

During the first 5 weeks of the experimentation (Figure 1), a horse’s behavioral

patterns (see File S1) were examined using scan-sampling from Monday to

Friday, 90 min/d.

Personality tests

At the beginning of weeks 5, 12, and 23, each subject was led to an unfamiliar

arena to be subjected to seven successive tests to assess five independent

dimensions of personality: fearfulness, tactile sensitivity, gregariousness, the

activity level, and reactivity to a human. At the beginning of week 5, an additional

handling test was performed. The details are described in File S1.

Learning

Ten learning sessions were conducted from the sixth to the eleventh week. The

instrumental task consisted of a horse touching a traffic cone with its nose as

instructed by an experimenter, in order to obtain a food reward. Two

experimenters conducted the trials alternately. In the shaping phase (A+, B+) both

experimenter A and B reinforced the animal’s behavior with a food reward when

it touched the suggested cone. In the Go/No-go task (A+, B2), only one

experimenter (A+), always the same, reinforced the animal’s behavior, while the

other (B2) never reinforced the behavior. The details are described in File S1.

Cortisol measurements

Basal salivary cortisol concentrations were assessed at the beginning of week 0

(before treatment) and at the beginning of weeks 6 and 12. Each time, two

samples were collected during a day without any testing procedure, except for the

procedures related to the EE or control treatments: one morning sample was

collected at 1000 h and one afternoon sample at 1530 h. The details are described

in File S1.

Sample collection for gene expression analysis

For transcriptomic analysis, 5 mL of venous blood was collected from 19 horses

after 12 weeks of treatment, using vacuum tubes that contained a reagent that

immediately stabilized intracellular RNA (PAXgene blood RNA system;

PreAnalytiX GmbH, Hombrechtikon, Switzerland). The samples were maintained

at room temperature for 8 h as required for stabilization of RNA and then at

220 C̊ until RNA extraction.

Enriched Environment for Horses
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RNA extraction and microarray analysis

Total RNA was extracted using the PAXgene Blood RNA Kit (Qiagen,

Courtaboeuf, France) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Quality of the

total RNA was assessed and its concentration was measured using RNA Nano

chips on a Bioanalyser 2100 (Agilent, Boeblingen, Germany). All the samples had

an RNA Integrity Number (RIN) score of .8.0.

Cyanine-3 (Cy3)–labeled cRNA was prepared from 0.4 mg of RNA using the

One-Color Microarray-Based Gene Expression Analysis Kit (Quick Amp Labeling,

Agilent Technologies, Massy, France) according to the manufacturer’s instruc-

tions, followed by RNeasy column purification (Qiagen, Courtaboeuf, France).

Dye incorporation and the cRNA yield were verified using a NanoDrop 2000

spectrophotometer.

For each sample, 1.65 mg of cRNA was fragmented and hybridized overnight at

65 C̊ onto the Horse-Genopole Microarray (custom Agilent 4644K eArrays,

AMADID 026033, Agilent Technologies, Massy, France) that included 43803

horse cDNA probes. The Horse-Genopole Microarray is the control Horse Gene

Expression Microarray (AMAMID 021322, Agilent Technologies, Massy, France)

enriched with 384 equine transcripts [27]. The slides were washed as

recommended by the manufacturer and scanned on an Agilent G2565CA scanner,

at 5-micron resolution in 20-bit scan mode (Agilent Technologies, Massy,

France). The resulting images were processed using the Feature Extraction

software (version 10.7). Raw data were deposited as Gene Expression Omnibus

series GSE50623 on the website of the National Center for Biotechnology

Information (NCBI).

Statistical and bioinformatic analyses

Behavioral and physiological data

hapiro–Wilk tests of the collected data revealed a deviation from normality; thus,

we used nonparametric statistics. Groups were compared using two-tailed Mann–

Whitney tests. Intragroup comparison was conducted using Wilcoxon tests. The

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the protocol. Each horse (10 months old) was subjected to either the environmental enrichment (EE; n510) or
control treatment (n59) for 12 consecutive weeks.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0114384.g001
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x2 test was used to compare proportions between groups. All calculations were

performed using the XLSTAT software (Addinsoft Software, Paris, France). The

results are presented as a median and an interquartile range. The level of statistical

significance was set to P,0.05.

Transcriptomic data

The data were normalized for interarray comparison and analyzed using the BRB-

ArrayTools package (version 4.2.0, http://linus.nci.nih.gov/BRB-ArrayTools.

html). As recommended by Agilent Technologies, we chose the percentile method

for the normalization, and adjusted the 75th percentile of all noncontrol probes to

500. We identified genes that were differentially expressed between the two groups

using a random-variance t test (Class Comparison Between Groups of Arrays

Package, BRB-ArrayTools). Gene expression differences were considered statis-

tically significant if they were showing a§20% difference in mean expression

levels between samples from the EE and the control conditions, and if the

resulting P value was ,0.005.

Details of the bioinformatic analyses using TELiS, oPOSSUM, and Ingenuity

Pathway Analysis are provided in File S1.

Results

Behavioral observations in the home stall

During the first week, EE-treated horses vocalized less frequently than did control

horses (U522, P50.04). Each week, EE-treated horses exhibited alert postures

and aberrant behavior less often and lied down more often than did horses

maintained under control conditions (Figures 2A, B, and C). From the third to

the fifth week, EE-treated horses displayed ears pointed backward less often than

did the control horses (Figure 2D). During the first and the fifth week, all the

horses finished their meals, in both groups. At the beginning of week 12, all EE-

treated horses finished their meal, whereas four of the nine control horses did not

(x255.63; P50.018).

Personality tests

The medians (interquartile) of the variables of personality assessed at the

beginning of weeks 5, 12 and 23, and the P values are shown in Table 1. At week 5

(mid-treatment), EE-treated horses were significantly less fearful: they glanced at a

novel object significantly less often than did the control horses and ate

significantly more rapidly during the suddenness test. They also had lower tactile

sensitivity judging by a significantly weaker reaction to stifle-haunch axis

stimulation. They were significantly more often in contact with a passive human

and were fitted with a halter significantly more rapidly. In the additional handling

tests, they expressed fewer defensive reactions. At week 12 (immediately after the

end of treatment), the EE-treated horses were still less fearful than control horses:
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the former were significantly more often in contact with a novel object, glanced at

it significantly less often, and ate significantly more rapidly during the novel area

test. They had a significantly lower rate of response to von Frey filaments, and a

significantly weaker reaction to stifle-haunch axis stimulation. They were

significantly more often in contact with a passive human and were fitted with a

halter significantly more rapidly. At week 23 (3 months after the end of

treatment), the EE-treated horses were again less fearful and less reactive to tactile

stimuli than were the control horses: the EE-treated horses were significantly more

often in contact with a novel object, glanced at it significantly less often, ate

significantly more rapidly during the novel arena test, and had a significantly

weaker reaction to stifle-haunch axis stimulation. Whatever the period of testing,

the two groups never differed in terms of gregariousness or locomotor activity.

Learning tests

All the horses reached the shaping phase criterion in both groups (six successful

trials on seven consecutive trials with each experimenter: A+ and B+; the plus

means food reinforcement, minus means no reinforcement). As expected, the

percentages of success did not differ significantly between the two experimenters

(A+ and B+) in the two groups. During the Go/no-Go task, all the horses reached

the criterion, but the EE-treated horses exhibited a higher percentage of success

Figure 2. Behavioral effects observed in the home stall. Comparison between groups regarding the number of times the horses were observed in alert
postures (A), with aberrant behavior (B), lying down, (C), and with the ears pointed backward (D) during scan sampling each week. C: Control horses, EE:
environmentally enriched horses, W1–W5: weeks from the first to the fifth. *P,0.05, **P,0.01, and ***P,0.001 (Mann–Whitney test).

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0114384.g002
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with experimenter A+ than with experimenter B2, who did not give food

reinforcement. The median (interquartile) of the percentage of success with A+
was 88 (49–95) and with B2 65 (50–80) (Z52.12, P50.028), whereas no

significant difference was found in the control horses. These results mean that in

the Go/no-Go task, only the EE-treated horses behaved differently if we compared

the experimenter who gave food reinforcement with the experimenter who did

not give such reinforcement. In contrast, the control horses did not adapt their

behavior during the Go/no-Go task.

Salivary cortisol

Salivary cortisol concentrations were measured before treatment (week 0), in the

middle of the treatment (after 6 weeks) and at the end of the treatment (after 12

weeks) in both groups (Figure 3). Intragroup comparison between week 0 and

subsequent weeks showed significantly lower morning concentrations at the

Table 1.Medians (interquartile) of the variables of personality as a function of treatment and test session (5, 12, or 23 weeks after the initiation of treatment).

Dimension and Variable measured Week 5 Week 12 Week 23

Fearfulness

Number of contacts
with novel object

NS MEE58.5 (7.25–11.75)
MC54 (0–6) U518, P50.02

MEE511.5 (8.25–16.5) MC53 (0–9)
U522.5, P50.05

Number of glances at novel object MEE52 (1.25–3.75) MC59 (6–10)
U512.5, P50.007

MEE54 (2.25–4.75)
MC510 (8–13) U55, P50.001

MEE51 (0.25–2.75) MC58 (7–9)
U54.5, P50.009

Latency to eat during
novel area test (s)

NS MEE514.5 (11–19.5) MC5180
(180–180) U57.5, P50.001

MEE523.5 (19.25–75.75) MC5180
(39–180) U516, P50.01

Latency to eat during
suddenness test (s)

MEE545 (33–160.25) MC5180
(140–180) U521.5, P50.04

NS NS

Gregariousness

Number of vocalizations during
social isolation test

NS NS NS

Locomotor activity

Number of sectors crossed NS NS NS

Tactile sensitivity

Response to von Frey filaments NS MEE51 (1–1.5) MC52.5 (2–3)
U514, P50.01

NS

Reaction to stifle-haunch
axis stimulation

MEE52.18 (1.49–2.82) MC55.5
(4–7.42) U516, P50.01

MEE52.02 (1.56–2.87) MC55.25
(3.75–5.74) U59, P50.003

MEE51.37 (1.15–1.69) MC52.67
(2.5–3.67) U512, P50.006

Reactivity to humans

Number of contacts with
passive human

MEE510.5 (9.25–14.75) MC52
(0–9) U514, P50.01

MEE510 (8–12.75) MC54 (0–4)
U519.5, P50.03

NS

Latency to put on halter (s) MEE58 (8–8) MC523 (13–37)
U510, P50.001

MEE58 (8–8) MC512 (8–14)
U515, P50.003

NS

Number of defensive reactions MEE50 (0–0) MC54 (2–4) U51,
P ,0.0001

Not tested Not tested

EE: EE-treated horses.
C: control horses.
U: Mann–Whitney U value.
NS: not significant.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0114384.t001
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beginning of week 6 than at the beginning of week 0 in the control group

(Z522.52, P50.011). Intergroup comparison indicated a significantly lower

morning concentration in the control group than in the EE-treated group at the

start of week 6 (U585, P50.001).

The biological signature based on transcriptomic analysis

The expression of 43803 transcripts in blood cells from each animal of the two

groups was assessed using gene expression microarrays. Using a stringent P value

(,0.001), corresponding to a false discovery rate ,5%, we identified 115

differentially expressed genes: 54 upregulated in the standard group and 61

upregulated in the EE-treated group. At P,0.005, the number of differentially

expressed genes rose to 400: 155 upregulated genes in the Standard group and 245

upregulated genes in the EE-treated group. The lists of differentially expressed

genes are provided in Tables S1 and S2.

To examine the upstream signaling pathways that give rise to the transcrip-

tional differences between the two groups, we first used TELiS bioinformatic

analysis [28] on the 115 differentially expressed genes associated with P,0.001.

This program highlights transcription factor-binding motifs that are over- or

under-represented in a set of genes (e.g., genes encoding transcripts either

upregulated or downregulated under specific conditions). Figure 4 shows a

summary of the results obtained using the human JASPAR and TRANSFAC

databases and the transcriptional shift analysis of TELiS. There is clear

Figure 3. Salivary cortisol concentrations in the environmentally enriched and control groups. Salivary
samples were collected 0, 6, and 12 weeks after the beginning of the treatment, in the morning (1000 h) or in
the afternoon (1530 h). ***intergroup comparison, Mann–Whitney test, P#0.001; ++intragroup comparison,
Wilcoxon tests, P#0.01.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0114384.g003
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overrepresentation of GATA and CREB/ATF transcription factors in promoters of

the genes upregulated in the control group and overrepresentation of the NF-kB

family (c-REL, NFKB) and AP1 and MZF transcription factor motifs in the

promoters of genes upregulated in the EE-treated animals. To extend this analysis,

we used another bioinformatic software package, oPOSSUM [29], which analyzes

the data in a different way (see File S1 for details). The binding motifs of the NF-

kB family of transcription factors were found to be over-represented in the genes

encoding transcripts that are upregulated in the EE-treated group (as in the TELiS

analysis) along with other transcription factors such as Myc/Myf, Egr-1, INSM1,

PLAG1, and Zfx. As for the control group, IRF1-binding sites were found to be

over-represented, but CREB/ATF and GATA transcription factors were not

detected at a significant level. Factors such as ARID3A, NKX3, and FoxD3, were

activated more in the control group.

To gain insight into the function of the differentially expressed genes, we used

the Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (IPA) software. In order to build significant

networks, we used the set of 400 differentially expressed genes at P,0.005. The

top score networks, biological functions, and canonical pathways calculated by the

IPA software are presented in Tables S3 and S4. Figures 5a and 5b show an

illustration of the top network in each group. The genes upregulated in the EE-

treated group were predominately associated with cellular development (growth,

proliferation, and differentiation: 81 molecules; Table S1), whereas the genes

Figure 4. TELiS and oPOSSUM analyses of the genes differentially expressed between the environmentally enriched (EE) and the control groups.
In TELiS analyses, the ratio of transcription factor-binding motif (TFBM) representation (control to EE horses) is shown. In the oPOSSUM analysis,
significant over-represented transcription factors in either control or EE animals is shown using the resulting z-score. Differences in transcription factors with
a z-score .10 and a Fisher score ,0.01 are highly significant.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0114384.g004
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upregulated in the control group were associated with cell death (cell cycle: 43

molecules, mismatch repair: 35 molecules; Table S2).

Discussion

This experiment revealed noticeable differences between the EE-treated group and

the control group at the behavioral level, with an impact on well-being,

personality, and learning as well as on the gene expression profile of blood cells.

One can see a distinct pattern of effects (or a ‘‘fingerprint’’) of EE on the

individual.

The behavioral fingerprint of the Enriched Environment

EE had strong effects on well-being, confirming the findings in other species [6, 7].

From the first days, EE-treated horses vocalize and exhibit alert postures and

aberrant behavioral patterns less often. They are found lying down more often.

From the third week, EE-treated horses displayed ears pointed backwards less

often. Furthermore, eating problems were present in four out of the nine control

horses, but there were none in the EE-treated group. All these indicators point to a

lower level of perceived stress and better well-being in EE-treated horses

[22, 30, 31]. Each type of the enrichment involved in this experiment could by

itself improve well-being. For instance, more lying down among the EE-treated

animals may be due to the larger size of their stall, to the straw bedding, or to the

appeasing effect of the music [25, 32, 33]. The lower frequency of aberrant

behavioral patterns may be due to the access to pasture with conspecific animals

or to the feeding distribution and composition [22, 24, 34]. Nevertheless,

according to the studies that have compared the effect of one type of enrichment

at a time versus a combination of several of types of enrichment, it is highly

probable that it is the combination of all these types of enrichment that lead to the

numerous beneficial effects [1, 35].

EE also clearly and durably modifies the personality of horses, particularly the

dimensions of fearfulness, tactile sensitivity, and reactivity to humans. In

particular, EE-treated horses are less frightened by suddenness and novelty

(objects or a novel area), in line with another study, which reported a decrease in

anxiety after EE [1]. Nonetheless, EE also attenuates avoidance reactions toward

tactile stimuli, human presence, and handling. Thus, these changes reflect broader

effects than the classic effects on anxiety. Taken together, these observations seem

to demonstrate a more positive perception of the environment, whether it

concerns potentially frightening stimuli (novel or sudden) or nonfrightening ones

(harmless tactile stimuli) or the human presence. In contrast, control horses

Figure 5. Illustration of the top gene network upregulated in the environmentally enriched (A) and control (B) groups. These data were generated by
the Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (IPA) software using the 400 genes differentially expressed at P,0.005. The genes marked with a red symbol are from the
list of differentially expressed genes, whereas the genes marked with a white symbol are intermediary genes of the network added by the software.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0114384.g005
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perceive their environment as more threatening and attempt to avoid these

stimuli. The finding that EE induces more positive affective states is in line with

experiments on EE involving a sophisticated cognitive bias paradigm [36–39]. In

addition, EE-treated horses appear to be more prone to interaction with a novel

object and with passive humans, suggesting that these horses have a higher level of

curiosity. Surprisingly, when the two groups of horses return to the same pasture,

the effects on fearfulness and sensitivity persist for at least 3 months after the end

of the treatment. Although personality is reported to be stable when horses are

continuously housed in the same environment [11–14], we show here that a

drastic change of environment, such as EE at a young age, can modify personality

for an extended period of time. This experiment contributes to a better

understanding of the influence of the environment on the development of

personality.

Finally, with respect to learning abilities, EE-treated horses show better

performance in the Go/No-Go task. The finding that the two groups differ only in

learning the Go/No-Go task but not in the shaping phase suggests that this

difference is not due to a higher motivation to obtain a reward but rather to a

better ability of the EE-treated horses to solve a complex cognitive task that

requires more focused attention [40]. This better ability could be related to the

change of their personality. Indeed, a relationship between a low level of

fearfulness and high performance in instrumental learning has been described

[16, 41] and is explained by the better focus of attention on the task. EE-treated

horses thus appear to be more attentive and more prone to detect the cues given

by humans in the Go/No-Go task; these effects can explain the better

performance.

The biological fingerprint of the Enriched Environment

EE appears to influence the cortisol level temporarily. At the start of week 6,

control horses exhibit lower morning cortisol concentration than do enriched

horses. A reduced cortisol level has already been reported in horses living in

conditions similar to our control treatment (i.e., isolated in an individual stall

without any additional sensory stimulation), in particular, in horses that display

behavioral despair [30, 42]. In other social mammals, chronic isolation leads to

either elevated, lower, or unchanged basal levels of glucocorticoids depending on

age, duration of isolation, and the species [43]. Similarly, in the literature, there is

no consensus on the effects of EE on corticosterone/cortisol level, and all the

possible outcomes have been reported: an increase, decrease, or no change [1, 4].

We not only observed a decrease in the morning level of cortisol but also an

increase in afternoon concentration, although the difference is not statistically

significant. This result points to inversion of the circadian rhythm of cortisol in

control horses at the beginning of week 6, which is very interesting in regards to

the importance of the circadian rhythm of cortisol secretion for preparing and

maintaining the brain and body in an optimal state [44]. Nevertheless, this effect

on cortisol concentration was only temporary because it disappeared at the
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beginning of week 12. This phenomenon may be explained by the fact that

between weeks 6 and 12, the horses were exposed to behavioral tests that

constitute a kind of enrichment for the horses in control conditions; thus, this

intervention restored the cortisol secretion.

The second result concerns the transcriptomic fingerprint of EE. The

availability of a horse-specific microarray and of the horse genome sequence has

opened up the opportunities for further research into the biological impact of EE

on horses. By coupling gene expression data with several bioinformatic analyses,

we can show that EE and control conditions have divergent effects on gene

expression in blood cells. According to the TELiS analyses, there is pronounced

activation of CREB/ATF and GATA families of transcription factors in the control

group. In the EE-treated horses, there was a tendency for upregulation of target

gens of NF-kB (NF-kB and REL factors), MZF, and AP1. Overrepresentation of

the CREB transcription factors in chronically isolated versus socially integrated

people has been observed previously [45]. In another study, b-adrenergic

activation of the GATA1 transcription factor was found in mice subjected to a

social threat; a similar finding was reported for human depressive subjects

(compared to control) [46]. Because CREB/ATF transcription factors convey

adrenergic signals to the transcriptome in blood cells, it is possible that the

activation of CREB/ATF and GATA transcription factors in the control group of

horses might reflect the poor social interactions associated with the low learning

performance and high levels of fearfulness in these horses. According to the

oPOSSUM analysis, overrepresentation of transcription factors other than CREB/

ATF and GATA was detected in the control horses; only the NF-kB-related

findings were common between the two types of analysis. In human social

genomic studies, IRF-1 is usually found to be downregulated in isolated/stressed

individuals, and this phenomenon is thought to reflect an adaptive reaction to the

low risk of dissemination of a viral infection in isolated individuals [47]. Here,

this hypothesis is not supported by our data because control animals are isolated

most of the time but display activation of IRF-1. Rather, activation of IRF-1 in the

control group supports the notion that interferon induces a loss of appetite and

sickness-like behavior because 4 out of 9 animals in the control group lost their

appetite at the end of the experiment. A vet evaluated the animals with eating

problems for infectious disease using standard clinical metrics (mostly core body

temperature) and found no evidence of an active infection that might explain the

observed transcriptomic alterations in immune cells. The oPOSSUM analysis

showed overrepresentation of such factors as ARID3, NKX3-1, Foxq1, and FoxD3

(in addition to IRF-1) which are all involved in cell cycle regulation. Finally, IPA

revealed that in the control group, a network of genes is upregulated that is

involved in mismatch repair and cell death-related processes.

Regarding the animals exposed to EE, both the TELiS and oPOSSUM analyses

show activation of the NF-kB family of transcription factors. The upregulation of

the genes controlled by these transcription factors may be linked to greater

amounts of physical exercise performed by the EE-treated horses or may reflect

more frequent exposure to bacteria because these horses spend more time
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outdoors than do the control animals. Nonetheless, proinflammatory genes are not

activated noticeably in these animals. Rather, factors with a known anti-inflammatory

role such as PPARc/RXRa [48] are also activated in the EE group. Additionally,

upregulation of other transcription factors in the EE group, such as the Myc/Myf

family, Egr-1, INSM1, and Zfx, as well as the results of IPA point to activation of

functions related to proliferation and differentiation of blood cells. These functions in

young horses probably reflect a healthy state of development of the organism.

Whether the increased cell proliferation and differentiation also occur in the brain

(meaning increased neurogenesis in the EE-treated horses) was not explored in this

study but would be an interesting question for a future project in light of the

improved well-being and learning abilities of the EE-treated animals. Egr-1, for

example, would be a good candidate because it is involved not only in differentiation

and activation of immune cells [49] but also in neuronal plasticity [50]. Accordingly,

INSM1 also performs a function in early embryonic neurogenesis [51].

Conclusion

Overall, our data show that a 12-week EE combining complex inanimate and

social stimuli has beneficial effects on horses in terms of personality traits,

learning abilities, and general well-being. The observed effects of EE (versus

control) on the transcriptome of blood cells confirm a more favorable biological

profile of EE-treated horses. This study appears to be the first to report both

behavioral and molecular effects of EE on horses. In addition to demonstrating

interesting properties of EE, these results support the use of EE for improvement

of the well-being of horses as well as security of the handlers.
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